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Colder with some snow in the 

far eastern Alps. Mostly fine 

elsewhere:
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Rain showers in Val d'Isère this afternoon with snow only on the very highest slopes

(approx 2800-3000m) - Photo: www.valdisere.com

Snow forecast - Monday 29 April 2013

It’s an unsettled, but mild start to the week with lots of rain across the south-

western Alps and some snow at high altitude.

Detailed forecast:

Austria

The rest of today (Monday) and Tuesday will be mostly cloudy and mild, with

a few bright or sunny spells here and there. Most places should stay dry, but

the odd light shower can’t be ruled out (snow 2600m).

 

Wednesday should see more in the way of sunshine, with freezing levels

remaining close to 3000m. The risk of showers returns on Thursday, heavy in

places, with a little snow above 2600m.

France

Today (Monday) and Tuesday will see showers or longer spells of rain,

heaviest across the southern Alps, more scattered in the far north. It will be

very mild with the rain/snow limit between 2600-3000m.

 

Wednesday should see a slight improvement in the weather, particularly in

the southern Alps, but some showers are still likely, especially in the

afternoon (snow 2800m). Thursday will be a little cooler with a continuing risk

of showers (snow 2500m).

Italy

The western Italian Alps will be very wet today (Monday) and tomorrow

(Tuesday), with significant snow above 2500m or so. Wednesday and

Thursday should be a little brighter, but further showers (snow 2400m) are

still possible from time to time.

 

The eastern Italian Alps will also be mostly cloudy today (Monday) and

Tuesday, but with any showers lighter and more scattered (snow 2600m).

Wednesday and Thursday should see more in the way of sunshine.

Switzerland

The rest of today (Monday) and Tuesday will be mostly cloudy with showers,

heaviest and most frequent in the south, with significant snow above 2600-
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Contact us...

Got a burning question about

weather or snow conditions in

the Alps?

Contact us and we'll do our

best to answer it...

 

E: info@weathertoski.co.uk

 

T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154

 

 

Raining in Zermatt today, but lots of fresh snow up on the glacier.

2800m. Wednesday and Thursday will be brighter, but with scattered

showers, heavy in places (snow 2500-2800m).

Outlook:

The end of the week doesn’t look too bad for most places, with some

sunshine (particularly in the southern Alps) and just a scattering of showers.

Temperatures will be close to normal for the time of year with freezing levels

around 3000m.

This is our last detailed snow forecast for the 2012-13 season.  Detailed

forecasts for the 2013-14 season will begin in October.

 

weathertoski.co.uk will continue to provide occasional updates on weather

and snow conditions over the Summer...
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